Abstract-Routing policies play an essential role in how service. In fact, Colorado State purchased connectivity from traffic is forwarded across the Internet. The network would AT&T and Sprint. AT&T cannot use its customer Colorado not be commercially viable without these routing policies, but State as a transit network for other traffic. This simple expolicies also introduce inefficiencies and fail to fully exploit . . . the underlying network topology. Our work assumes routes are ample illustrates how polIcies can impact route selecion. A selected according to some policy such as a valley-free routing comprehensive examination of Internet routing policies can be policy. However, we apply policy at an aggregate traffic level found in [GaoOO].
I. INTRODUCTION
which is considered highly undesirable in economic theory, as In today's Internet, routes are selected based on a combina-it means that the costs for some actors can be reduced without tion of network topology and routing policies. The network increasing the cost for any of the actors, reflecting a needless topology is a function of the physical connections and a expenditure of resources that is devoid of benefit for anyone. number of studies have attempted to provide accurate models These results are not encouraging and would seem to suggest or estimations of the Internet topology. Given the network that routing polices have considerable practical and theoretical topology, one can answer basic graph theoretic problems such drawbacks. as what is the shortest path between a source and destination However, our main result is to show that if a trivial change or how many disjoint paths exist between a given source is made, not to the policies themselves, but in minor details and destination. But the topology is only part of the story. about the way they are executed, these negative impacts can The set of possible paths between a source and destination be made to vanish. The key change is to enforce policies at depends on both the network topology and the routing polices an aggregate level rather than on a individual packet basis. at nodes along these paths. Some paths that exists in the Our work suggests that individual packets should be allowed topology may be disallowed due to routing polices. To identify to deviate from the routing policy. By allowing a packet the potential routes between a given source and destination, to deviate from the routing policy, an individual node may one must consider both the network topology and the routing be required to perform processing that would not In the above model, the path taken by a packet does routing policy. To see how this model applies in the Internet, not violate the routing policy at any node. We will refer we show how the model can be used to create a valley-free to this conventional enforcement of policies as packet-level routing policy.
enforcement. In this section we show that requiring every Routing policies often reflect customer-provider relation-packet to obey the policy results in a number of negative ships between Autonomous Systems. That is, given two ASes consequences. which are connected by a link, one AS is a customer of the other AS which must be the provider. In the valley-free model, A Policy Constrained Routings are Not Pareto-Optimal a packet can never go from a provider to a customer and then Routing policies are typically motivated by economic conback to a provider again. Such a "dip" in the path is called cerns, but the results often fail to be pareto-optimal. A a valley. To capture this in our model, each vertex has two set of transactions among a set of actors that satisfies a policies: one for packets coming from customers and siblings, set of economic constraints is pareto-optimal if every other and one for packets coming from providers and peers. More feasible transaction that is preferred by any actor is strictly formally, the two policies at each node are (F1, Fl), and less preferable to at least one other actor. In other words, the (F2, F2), where F1 is the set of edges coming from providers transactions are pareto optimal if no actor can be made better and F1 is the set of edges that can be used to forward packets off without making some other actor worse off. that arrived from a provider. Similarly, F2 is the set of edges Theorem 1: It can be the case that no feasible packet coming from customers, and F2 is the set of edges that can be routing is pareto-optimal. which has capacity 2. The first figure (a) depicts a valley-free flow from theory, it's well known that the minimum edge cut is equal sources s and s' to a destination node t. (An edge that goes from a lower to the maximum flow. This is the celebrated mm-cut, maxa higher node in the figure represents an edge from a customer to a provider.)
The second figure (b) illustrates an improvement obtainable if a and c are flow theorem [Chv83] . We show that the min-cut, max-flow allowed to trade identities of packets that they handle through swapping of theorem no longer holds when policy is enforced at the packet packet "envelopes." level in Theorem 4. Before showing this, however, we show that the addition of policy makes it intractable to compute the maximum feasible policy flow between two nodes, assuming Proof: An example for the case when the policy is the P :t NP. valley-free constraint at all nodes is depicted in Figure 1 . * Theorem 3: It is NP-hard to find a maximum feasible policy Our next result shows that pareto-optimal routing can be s-t flow under the packet model, and this is true in the special found in polynomial time. Despite this, the packet constraints case of valley-free flows. prevent such a routing from being valid. In Section IV, we
The following shows that policy can lower the overall show how to gain pareto-optimal routings by relaxing the throughput of a network. constraint that policy be enforced on each individual packet.
Theorem 4: Given a network with arbitrary edge capacities Theorem 2: Given any set of policies and any feasible and policies at the nodes, the maximum feasible policy s-t routing, a pareto-optimization that minimizes the sum of flow flow under the packet constraints can be strictly smaller than costs at the vertices can be found in polynomial time.
the minimum-capacity policy cut, and this is true in the special
The limitations of applying policy on a packet level basis case of valley-free flows. creates suboptimal scenarios such as the ones described above.
While our theorem is a theoretical result, we claim that it is
In the next section, we consider how the packet level policies applicable to the real-world Internet. which matches the status quo for policy enforcement on the 3) There exists an efficient approximation algorithm that Internet, implies that each packet has an individual identity. To finds a set of edge disjoint feasible paths whose number alleviate the negative effects of packet-level enforcement, we is at least half the maximum number, and an approxima-remove this notion of packet identity. That is, by the currency tion algorithm that finds a set of edges whose removal constraints, let us denote the constraints that must be obeyed disconnects all feasible paths that is at most twice as when one is allowed to find a solution that obeys the packet large as the minimum number required.
constraints, and then reduce the flow through some nodes 4) Unless P = NP, no better worst-case approximation can without increasing the flow through any node by ignoring the be found in polynomial time. identities of individual packets. While Erlebach et al. showed that the robustness and
As an example of the currency constraints, consider the two connectivity of the internet is negatively impacted by policy, flows shown in Figure 1 . Assume that both flows are equal in they did not show that policy impairs the network's ability to size. In Figure 1(a) , the nodes a and c route packets between 1-4244-1 185-8/07/$25.00 (C 2007 IEEE each other because their policies dictate how each packet from non-policy compliment routes in return for similar actions by the previous hop must be routed, ie. in the case of c, its policy other nodes in the network. dictates that any packet arriving from s' must be routed to a if One possible protocol for taking advantage of the currency ct is saturated. Let's consider what happens under the currency relaxation involves advertising of paths. Senders send groups constraints. Nodes a and c notice that they can "cancel" out of k packets accompanied by a small envelope that indicates flow between them by violating the packet constraints. Both the paths that the packets are expected to follow. One may nodes reduce the flow through them by enforcing policy at a set k to be large to make the cost of forwarding envelopes currency-level rather than at the packet-level. In Figure l(b) , trivial compared to the cost of forwarding packets. The actors no node has an increased amount of flow going through it, agree that packets cannot proceed without an accompanying but nodes a and c are better off since they each have less flow envelope, but that it is acceptable to swap the contents of going through them.
two envelopes that are bound for the same destination. One We can now achieve routings that are pareto-optimal with consequence is that, after optimization, some envelopes may respect to the costs are each node. Once again, consider travel empty for some portions of their path. the example given in Figure 1 . It's clear that the flows in Work remains to explore practical implementations of these Figure l(a) create costs that are not pareto-optimal; however, protocols, as well as to find distributed algorithms that make under the packet constraints, there is no other way the packets optimal use of them. One immediate concern is packet looping. can be routed (recall that edge ct has capacity 1). As just A traditional routing protocol such as BGP computes the poldiscussed, with the currency constraints the flow shown in icy compliant routes and prevents the formation of long lasting Figure l(b) is now valid. Thus, the currency constraints routing loops. But our approach allows a packet to deviate allow the routing to become pareto-optimal. Furthermore, this from the policy compliant route and thus loop freedom is no pareto-optimization was done with only an agreement between longer guaranteed. We first argue that any loops will not cause a and c. We claim that, in general, pareto-optimizations under problems at the aggregate traffic level. Since the improvement the currency constraints can be found with only pairwise is an optimization of a flow that is indistinguishable from one agreements between nodes.
that observes the policy at the level of the packets, there is no The following theorems show that the discouraging compu-danger that cycling of packets will increase the traffic in the tational results of Section Ill-B about policy disappear when network. policy is enforced at the currency-level rather than the packet But this guarantee is of little comfort to a packet that may level.
become permanently stuck in loop. One approach under the Theorem 5: Under the currency constraints, it takes poly-currency model is to take advantage of nondeterminism in nomial time to find an s-t flow that is as large as the minimum deciding which of two indistinguishable packets at a node to s-t policy cut, and the algorithm can be implemented to run in route to two distinct next hops. This makes the probability of polynomial time on a distributed model, using only pairwise a packet cycling k times vanish exponentially as k increases. agreements between adjacent nodes, where each of the two A second more deterministic approach is keep a count of how parties benefits from the agreement. many times a packet is diverted. The sender sets an initial value Theorem 6: It takes polynomial time to find a set of edge in a DivertsLeft field and this field specifies how many times disjoint paths under the currency constraints that is as large as the packet may be diverted from onto a non-policy compliant the number of edges in a minimum policy edge cut, and the route. DivertsLeft is decremented each time the packet is algorithm can be implemented on a distributed model using forwarded out an interface that does not match the interface only pairwise agreements between adjacent nodes, where each of the policy compliant route. When DivertsLeft reaches of the two parties benefits from the agreement. zero, the packet can no longer be diverted from the policy compliant route. Since the policy compliant route is assumed 
